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ON ESTIMATIONS WHEN CERTAIN TRUNCATED 

CONTINGENCY TABLES ARE POOLED 

by 

Choolchlro Asano 
*•* 

1.  Introduction and summary. 

In certain statistical analyses of contingency tables on genetic 

problems, it often happens that we have to estimate probabilities by 

appealing to combinations of observations.  In such a situation, how- 

ever, false associations among some observations due to the pooling 

of heterogeneous groups of observations have caused some comment by 

Batschelet [3] and Li [5]- 

To simplify the statement of our problem, we may restrict our- 

selves to a special subject studied by Batschelet In [3]-  There, a 

problem is proposed where the question arises:  Are the ages of onset 

for two siblings stochastically dependent or independent for special 

atopic diseases?  To explain the situation, he illustrates a spurious 

relationship between the two lots of siblings by a very obvious model. 

Here we are confronted essentially with an estimation problem of 

probabilities on the basis of combining sibs of different registration. 

The purpose of this paper is, first, to formulate the basic ideas 

and to work out the combined estimates and some properties, and, second 

to generalize these pooled problems related to various contingency 

tables.  To conclude, the author Justifies the validity of the above 

criticism. 

This paper was written while the author was a Research Associate in 
the Statistical Laboratory, Department of Mathematics, The Catholic 
University of America, during the academic year 1961-62. 

■** This study was aided In part by the contract NSP-9968, National 
Science Foundation, in part by the contract Nonr 2249(05), (Nr 301-579), 
the Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy with The Catholic 
University of America. 
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2.  Formulation of the problems and solutions. 

Suppose that the first Individuals of a population can be described 

as belonging to one of r,  categories with respect to an attribute 

A and to one of s,  categories with respect to an attribute B, and 

the second Individuals can be truncatedly observed in one of  r_  in 

r   categories for A  and in one of  s?  in  s   categories for  B. 

And let  n. .^ and p, .  be the independent frequency of t-th observa- 

tions and the probability in the i-th for  A and  J-th for  B, t=l,2. 
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Moreover, to simplify the case in general, let i c-.  and ^T? „  be 

the first observations space and the second denoted by  r,Xs1  and 

r2X32  resPectively and let n| '     and p  be the independent fre- 

quency of  t-th  observations, t=l,2, and the probability defined by 
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1    which belongs  to   Q1     and/or     Q   ,  where   Q    ^   Q o    and  V^b = j_ 

Then   the   likelihood  function     L    is  given by 

(2.1) L =  ^4A^ IT^TTf     ^ 
TT-nf! TT^i   a ^   stA   X If3 

Ti ,W) 

where     N-,   =   J~ 71in and     KT 
1 ■%—    ^ -L^i 35 <' 

Under these circumstances, we obtain the following theorems 

Theorem 1.  The likelihood estimates of the  p.'s  are given by 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

fe = rit/u 

Proof.  The likelihood estimates given by (2.2) and (2.3) are directly 

obtained by solving the normal equations and using the invariant 

property of the maximum likelihood estimation. 

Theorem 2.   All of the estimates defined by (2.2) and (2.3) are un- 

biased consistent and sufficient.  And their variances and covariances 

are as follows: 

(2^) V{i]   =^1-M Nl Wt       L &   be« rs bCj 

(a.5,    Vif.]=i^O+At 
Mi - ; \ ^H-TH 

H   u b?z 
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(2.6)    C.v (Ah|| = - i \./A       v H' ;'J'ff' ~Q: > 

(2-7) 
S) U,-l-n. 

(2.8) Cov{f^ = -^./Nl v-a,rfl,.9:, 

where we put  71, = J>  Tl' ■  Moreover, if we may assume that the 

size  Np  Is sufficiently larger than the size of N , then, from 

(2-5) and (2-7), we obtain the following asymptotic relations. 

UQa 

(2.7)' c0^^]^-^[,-^:t]/Ni     v i.j;i/ifcft 
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Proof 

(1) Unblasedness.  Unblasedness of  |»,   defined by (2.2) Is 

obvious. 

To show that (2-3) defines an unbiased estimate we study the 

likelihood function ( 2.1).  It is based on the product of two separate 

multinomial distributions, that Is, one ordinary multinomial distri- 

bution and a conditional multinomial distribution, and is essentially 

Ml 
expressed as a general term of expansion of the numerator of | J>~ b [• 

A /.    ^ 
Now, from this viewpoint, we may rewrite the iW&l 

likelihood function as follows: 

V 
«»s^ ' 

r N,!       (N^X/CV  l^Z^V   r^v^ 

where naturally 
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Hence  the  expectation of     j»      given by   (2.3)   Is expressed by 

and  the  main part  concerning  summations  becomes  equivalent  to   (2.10) 

in  case   we put N^shj.-I     and   XLn'1^ fc-n'"! -1 .     And we 

obtain 

(2.12)      Ed^HZIZlL^K 
(11)  Variances and Covariances. 

To prove (2.4) and (2.6) we have to calculate the following 

expectations: 

(2.13)  Evn^-^U-L ¥ uQ^ni, 

and we obtain immediately (2.4) and (2.6) since each k  is unbiased. 

In order to get (2.5) and (2,7) we have to apply the likelihood 

function (2.9). 



(2.i5)   Bm =y- y-  feLJ 1 
S?! 

(l:nriz<-i)+(t<iLt 

N,-^   v* 
N 

+" -L ^  ^ u v-  ( 

V     vfe  ^ 

(2-16) E 

N, 
N, 

and Viii^Eltl-f ,Cova\]=Emi-tK,V^> '.j^. 

The result given by (2.8) Is obtained by applying both formulae 

(2.1) and (2.9) In the following way: 

(2.17) ElU Cgg^tenf) 
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where  L  denotes a formula where we replace N,  with N,-1 and 

nn     with 
ffl^S§ 

'1 "       1 

_7l;0 —1     at  /_i0 ,   respectively,   and  then 

(.as,  sim ■*a I—io N^—K^    ^ '^.^ß,^ 
1 ^ 

where   L^p  denotes  a  formula  In which H^-Z     ZEZriT-i    *nA .i" 

substitute 
Ä,^n| s?t 

71, -i 

for Nj. > 7l" and 3~7tt respectively.  Thus we obtain (2.8) from 

Cov(^-] = ^^. K\ — ^K .      Thls covarlance Is obviously Inde- 

pendent of the second observations. 

(HI)  Consistency and Sufficiency.  Consistency Is evident since 

the  estimates are unbiased and the variances and covarlances tend 

to zero If N-,—>GD .  Finally, the estimates are sufficient because 

the likelihood function can b% expressed Itself as a function of para- 

meters and statistics. 

Theorem 3.   The Information matrix of our estimates In the Fisher's 

sense Is given by the following elements: 

1     1 
(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

0-"= N,C-1- r^ -) Urr  *Xo , ^ & iit:,r\^2 ; 

cr _ Hn^a 

V ^ Q, 

(2.22) oUJ = Mi I^z 

^    (¥U V ^J ; «"j c- &*  7 
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(2.3)    cr;J = cy)L _ _^ 

where po belongs to S?! ^ ^z  and Is assumed to be a linearly 

dependent probability by reason of ^~hj.     And the estimates are 

Inefficient. 

Proof;  The Information matrix Is obtained by the ordinary method, 

^ =—Ev^t/^l^J.  ^d Inefficiency Is obvious, since the 

yarlances-covarlances matrix given by Theorem 2 cannot attain the 

Inverse Information matrix. 

3« Numerical example. 

To Illustrate the above formulation and results, let us suppose 

the following flctlclous samples with regard to the heredity of atoplc 

disease.  There are 72 pairs of siblings with an atoplc disease and 

they are classified into one of 12 cells each assigned to the inter- 

val of five years, in Table 1.  Furthermore, we have investigated 

99 pairs of atoplc children which belong to the same family and which 

are nearly of the same age at their onset as a supplement of Table 1, 

They are classified, as in Table 2, into one of 4 cells of the same 

scale as Table 1. 
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X^ - the age of onset for the elder sibling. 

X2  = the age of onset for the younger sibling 
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Now let the probability In each cell be denoted by p   with suffix 

(1,J) In order of youth 1=1,2,3 and J=l,2,3.4 .  Then our problem Is 

to estimate each p   by combining the above tables. 

Indeed, the estimates are calculated as follows: 

C = C^^)X2B     t _ _10_ v   ^JL ^ _  Ö 
U»     T^ < f2«. + <)'?-)     123     73 til      TS fsj.    T3 

4.  Generalization of the problem. 

Let us consider the combined estimates In the most generalized 

case.  Suppose uhat ^ ; ^
4> and -n'0  denote the 1-th sample space 1=1,2,...,t 

a probability of J-th cell In ^ , and a mutually Independent frequency of 

the 1-th observations In the j-th cell,  j=l,2,...,1^,  respectively.  And 

assume that essentially each observation space Is at least partially 

associated to one or several common cells.   Furthermore,  we put 

^u ^ ^ for any i and I', A^i/j 1,1' = ^,i, ---,-t,       without a loss of 

generality, since we may make afresh Qj   by means of combining both 

1-th and i'-th observations In case  £?._ — Q-/   for some l-i+l'    . 

let us make decompositions fu) \   of U bt?"  such as Now 

2*-I 

(^.D       Hw, = 21 hQ[ = wQ^ (= Q 
'i — o, 1 

where     UJ^ ^ uJtt, = Q    for    u ^ a',   \l,\X = \,i," ■, 2t~\ . 

Then the suffix u  can be defined for arbitrary  1  as follows: 
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J 

t-r ^•3) U=   Zl^+l fc   l^2J3i-Jt} 
r=i 

(4.4) \ 

and 

and   -^ = 1,2,3^—^   ^ ^TL C4,Z) «W (4,;.,. 

Let puv and Pu. be a Probability of cells in U) ,     v=l,2,...,l , 

^-1 l^i 
P^ = y~)?mr ;

where 211^ = 1 .   Hence, we have ^X- £ _ j^ 

parameters to be estimated and we may and now shall assume  P  is a 

linearly dependent parameter, since the maximum likelihood estimation Is 

invariant. 

Under these circumstances, we obtain the following theorem in a 

general case. 

The orem 4   The combined estimates of the p  's, u = l,2,.,.,2t-l  and uv 

v = l,2,...,ßa , are obtained as follows: 

A      211 TW  A 
(4.5)       b  — ■ v^-  p    D     , 

f-l 

(W  0;-= ^2, --^^ 

where 

(4.6)      T(=1-2Ip 
u=2  ^ 

and  P2, P^, ...,P t   are obtained as solutions of  2-2  simultaneous 

equations (4.7) . 
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and where  we  put 

UlSi-^uiJ 

■AM. 

T 1 u. 
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211^ J 
i. 

Ul5?c->wtt] 

= 0 r    [x = if7.,-..,2*~\ 

(4.8) 

(4.9) LO HI») ^u 

Los 2:v<t J 
Proof:  The likelihood function  L Is obviously given by 

(4.10) L=J^     ^ 
(i>, 

TTTTC!   '-^ {j'^j} 

Ü 
.n. 

and Is also written by our notations, (4.8)  and  (4.9)> as follows 

(4.11) CovviL. 
J.=1 {ul9;^ v 

and  then we  obtain 

(4.12) 

and 

(4.13) 

HL 

ink 

K 

"a fu 2 
uu- jilQpu)^ 

Tlu. 
Ö 
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Whlle the likelihood function Is written for P 's as follows; 

(4.14) L L=< N, 

IT 
L=1 Wlffit>U)^ 

TTTT Tu 

WS^ 

%. 

and  then  we  obtain 

(4.15) ^L» 
^"Pu 

y 
where ^~ |g — [    which Is  also   (4.7) 

TU NL 
= 0    {ov u-^   ^.-,^1, 

"ST 

Thus,   by  combining  bdth     (4.13)     and     (4.15)   ,       we  obtain  the  foil 

Ing  simple   formula   shown  In  Theorem  4. 
ow- 

(4.16) A C   =   Sin.. 
V  U= A. 2, S, --',2*'^ 21 "^a 

which may be understood intuitively as an expected relation.  (Q.E.D.) 

Generally, to obtain the solutions ^'s, u=2,3, . . . ,2t-l , from (4.7) 

explicitly,  it  becomes more complicated as  t Increases.  The esti- 

mates, however, are given by Iterative solutions of maximum likelihood 

equations in the following way. 

Let the solutions  be %>
/p     ...,9.      .  Suppose that 

P21,P21,...,P2t^ ^  are approximations to T?^, .. .,1? fc   obtained 

in any manner; the easiest procedure will be to apply values of 

a rough calculation neglecting any combination of observations at over- 

lapping cells and using temporary values of the first observations. 
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Now by the Taylor-Maclaurln expansion, to the first order of 

small quantities. Improved values for the estimates will be 

where the Increments §%   , S^,"^    S%^ are tte solutions of 

• 

(4.18) -^^L 
}% 

f~\ 

^(ftT+5 3=2 
§1?, 

tL^L 
^i ^ 

= 0 

for u+j, u,j=2,3,••.,2t-l . 

Addition of a suffix 1   to  Pu,PJ  Indicates replacement by 

^1' PJ1  after differentiations, and further each term of (4.18) i( 

given as follows: 

(4.19) ^WL    _ 
^"R U1 

NJ 

^ 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

gjnL — 
>|n^u] 

NL 

HPUI 

tesa,} [ im 

0 

An Iterative  process may be based(ari.2t-2   equations  shown by   (4.16), 

replacing    P^»"^     by     Pyg^JS    and  solvlng for Increments     5? £? 
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and so on until a satisfactorily close approach to P.P.  Is achieved. 

Thus we obtain the Individual estimates of p1   by applying (4.16). 

® 
Theorem 5  The necessary and sufficient condition for p.  to be 

estimable is that any observation space is at least partially asso- 

ciated to one or several common cells.  In other words, it is the condi- 

tion that each observation space is somewhere overlapping another. 

Proof:  The readers would feel that this theorem is natural.  (Neces- 

sity)  Suppose that  t observation spaces are obtained Independently 

and are separated to  s  connected spaces in a sense of overlap.  Let 

a total number of their cells be  k . Then, since the sum of the pro- 

babilities in cells becomes one,  k-1 probabilities must be linearly 

independent. 

Suppose, on the other hand, we are given  s parameter spaces each 

of which corresponds to each of s  connected observation spaces.  Then 

the number of linearly independent parameters in each parameter space 

is less by one than the number of cells in the space.  Hence, there 

exist, at most,  k-s  linearly independent parameters altogether.  So 

we have  s-1  degrees of freedom to estimate the probabilities and we 

cannot obtain uniquely the k  parameters.  From this we conclude that 

s  should be  1 

(Sufficiency)  By using the above notations, if s=l,,  then we are 

Indeed able to obtain the estimates of all p  's as shown in Theorem 

4.  (Q.E.D.) 
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5-  Certain typical cases In generalization 

Concerning certain special types of generalization, let us give 

some explicit estimates of P^'s as collorarles of Theorem 4. 

5«!    Let us consider an estimation problem where the observation 

spaces form a sequence  of nested spaces,  such as ^?3=^?. ^"b? >-0^?i 

and this is corresponding to a generalization of section 2, (cf. Fig.2). 

Qr 
A 

1  9 ■» 

-"♦-1 

H 

SJ»- 

sA 
«,*i 

^ 
  

J  

sfT 

i 1 

Fig. 2 ' ■ 11T ' n ' ■. ' ■ ; 

In this case, the decompositions { uJ^]  of  .O Q.       are defined 

as follows: 

where we put  ^p^ ^ f^ and values of u equal to those of i .  And 

when Puv
,3 are denoted probabilities of cells in uj   ,   v=l,2,... ,L , we 

obtain the following Collorary 1. 

Collorary 1  The combined estimates of the p  «s, u=l,2,...,t and 

v=l,2,...,lu,   are obtained explicitly by the maximum likelihood estima- 

tion as follows: 

(5.2) 

1 
Jl U.V" 
71^ for all veü)u,u=l,2, ...,t. 
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where we define U)0   = j>   and ^^ =Q.     Furthermore, these estimates are 

also unbiased, consistent and sufficient as In Theorem 2. 

Indeed, we can obtain the explicit estimates of p  's by represent- 

ing successively the above formula (5.2) through u=l . 

For example. In case  t=3, we obtain as follows: 

(5.3) 
A 

hv; 
TW, 
N, 

for     v, e UJ1 

(5.4) TW, 

N,. 1 + n' ̂ . 

1 Ni 

\rr      ViC UOi 

and 

(5-5) E 1*5 
n 3\r, 

M|   1 + 

''   N'i«f}l)j 

for v3 e u)3 

The latter half of this corollary Is proved by quite the same 

manner as In Theorem 2 excepting the following likelihood functions are 

applied In place of L and Lo .given by (2.1) and (2.9) In the previous 

theorem respectively. 

(5-6) 
3=1 

M-l 

S  ^ 

n 71? 

rrnnjl'^:^ . 
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(5-7)    L, 

5»2  Let us consider an estimation problem In case when the observation 

spaces are linked like a chain, and this case Is corresponding to a 

generalization In chapter 6 of LI [5], (c.f. Pig. 3). 

2,- r            T ■"1 

t 
1 

 f 
1 
1 

1 

4 
» 
i 

1 
1 
j 

: 

aH L «2-1  s* 
.--^  1 

i  123 K 
!  3? 

Fig. 3 

In this case, the decompositions of  ^J Scj,  are expressed by- 

using conventional double suffix In place of {u;a]  as follows: 

(5.8) 
CO i\  =   S?Mr>^?      ,        I0isa» S?fcrNQu,   , 

uü„ R-wu-.tt)C3  ,        fur   'L = ».Z.—.t ^ 
where we define ^?0 ^ ^>

t<|=. c^> 

Furthermore, let ?* .«'s lDe  partial sums of p  's  on LÜ,* *|  then 

P 's are corresponding to F-t .«'s so that 

2t-|    L 2i-)     In 2t-t t     3 

Ut-1   ^=»  ,UV      U=| l=<   )r,     ; ' 
(5-9) 

where P 

Corollary 2 by using Theorem 4. 

lfl = 'B1.lt3    for 1=2,3,...,t Then we obtain the following 
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Corollary 2 The combined estimates of the p  's, u=l,2,...,t and 

v=l,2,..,,^, are obtalner" explicitly as follows: 

.Cs.lo) V,      —  -^L^il p for u=1 2 .  2^ 

t^~  U' and v=l,2,..Ja , 

and 

/\       * 
C^.U)        "p -— _21M 1 

■jtn* -n* 

(5-.12) 
A       /\ rr-n 
P =P = ^^ : Lr u^.B.-^tH, 

^—^-j-N  *£ n** ^m+Kj^ iZl^Z, 

where  TL^ ^J> TI'!       These estimates are also unbiased, consistent 

and sufficient. 

For example. In case  t=2,  we obtain simply 

^ A    A 

The proof of the latter half of this corollary may be omitted, 

because the principle Is quite the same as before except for a certain 

complication. 
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